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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper aims to build up a model for an online remote gas and temperature checking device for worker’s safety 

in sewage pipelines. The device is WSN based microcontroller equipped with analog and digital sensor. The 

design included several units mainly: Arduino Microcontroller  MQ-135, DHT11, Gas and Temperature Sensors, 

and the current regulator circuit. The sensors are connected with a microcontroller through an ADC for advanced 

flag change and information logging. An LCD show is likewise associated with the microcontroller to show the 

estimations. For examination and filing purposes, the information can be exchanged to a PC with a graphical UI 

program through a USB interface. The device displays toxic gas and workers real-time position, transmit 

information remotely via a graphical user interface to IBM bluemix provide adjacent help. By keeps observing, 

this model will prone to diminish mishaps and slowly spares an existence. The model has numerous points of 

interest when contrasted with other checking frameworks as far as its littler size, gigantic memory limits, on-

gadget show, bring down cost and more noteworthy versatility. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

IOT is the system interfacing objects in the physical 

world to the Internet. Tomorrow's Smart System will 

be remote. The framework procedure of observing and 

computerization applications are both "going remote" 

and "going IP" to decrease establishment cost and 

simplify internet integration. Worker’s wellbeing is a 

worry and obligation regarding all organizations, 

particularly when discussing work environment 

security. [7] It is an imperative duty with respect to 

wellbeing to check and affirm whether the worksite is 

appropriate and ok for the representatives to go ahead 

with their day by day assignments. Worker faces issues 

like lack of oxygen, liquids that can fill the confined 

spaces, a high concentration of dust, hot conditions, 

poisonous sewer gases, fire, and explosions.[6] 

Working environment wellbeing ends up essential 

when the territory is equitably a clumsy zone. [8] [11] 

Most of the worksite mishaps that occur can really be 

averted if the worker's status is consistently checked 

with the assistance of device and half and half 

arrangements, which incorporates a worker's 

biometrics. [12] This, subsequently, will enable 

organizations to decrease their protection cost through 

improving worksite wellbeing in a brilliant and viable 

way. IN this proposed system IoT-enabled, worker 

safety system for automatic monitoring and tracking 

of workers working inside Drainage pipeline. In those 

pipelines, there is Sewer gas that contains such 

compounds as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, carbon 

dioxide, methane, nitrogen, and hydrogen. The gases 

released by this combination of ingredients, the result 

could be a serious injury to your respiratory or even 

death [15]. A few elements like cost, control 

utilization, space usage was considered for the plan of 
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the module. To overcome this situation made an 

embedded system using a microcontroller [12]. 

 

In this paper, we show a minimal effort remote sensor 

organize (WSN) framework created utilizing Arduino, 

temperature-mugginess sensor and small-scale gas 

sensors give those data to the cloud. The framework 

that we have created is fit for gathering four air quality 

parameters and temperature stickiness parameter from 

various areas all the while [12]. 

 

II.  METHODS AND MATERIAL 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

2.1 Block diagram 

 

 
Figure 2.1-Block diagram of proposed system 

 

In the above piece chart, there are following primary 

parts 

• Back End which incorporates MQ2 sensor, MQ7 

sensor, DHT11 sensor, and so on. 

• Arduino mega (ATMEGA Atmel328PU)+Ethernet 

shield(W5100) 

• IBM bluemix cloud server 

In this framework, sensor, light ward resistor and 

temperature sensor is interfaced with Arduino mega 

board (AT mega Atmel 328PU). This Arduino super 

board is associated with MQTT server by means of 

Ethernet link. This will give availability to the server 

to transmit the information on to the web. This 

information at that point observed self-assertively 

utilizing cell. 

2.2 Flow chart 

The proposed system is detecting sewer gases and 

sending the sensor information on an LCD monitor. 

The objective is to design and implement the system 

to notify the worker when there are a danger and 

logging all the data into dashboard monitor for further 

adjacent help. The device that we have created is 

equipped for gathering four air quality parameters 

from various areas at the same time. The device has the 

sensors on a front side. As shown in flow diagram 

sensor read value displays on the monitor. If the value 

of sensor very high then device sounds a buzzer and 

send a notification through Email or an SMS to a 

nearer cell to provide adjacent help. 

 

 

Figure 1.2.Flow chart of proposed system 

2.3 Components Required 

• Arduino MEGA 
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Figure 2.2 Arduino Mega 

 

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board in 

light of the ATmega2560 (datasheet). It has 54 

computerized input/yield pins (of which 14 can be 

utilized as PWM yields), 16 simple data sources, 4 

UARTs (equipment serial ports), a 16 MHz gem 

oscillator, a USB association, a power jack, an ICSP 

header, and a reset catch[12] 

 

Microcontroller ATmega2560 

Operating Voltage 5V 

Digital I/O Pins 54 (of which 15 

provide PWM 

output) 

Analog Input Pins 16 

DC Current per I/O 

Pin 

20 mA 

DC Current for 3.3V 

Pin 

50 mA 

Flash Memory 256 KB of which 8 

KB used by the 

boot - 

loader 

SRAM 8 KB 

EEPROM 4 KB 

Clock Speed 16 MHz 

Length 101.52 mm 

Width 53.3 mm 

 

Table  

• CO2 Sensor (MQ135) 

 

 
 

It is a synthetic sensor. The scope of CO2 focus it can 

distinguish is 350-10000 ppm (parts per million When 

the sensor is presented to the CO2 gas, substance 

responses happen in the cell creating an electromotive 

power. The surface temperature of the sensor should 

be sufficiently high for these responses to occur. As the 

yield voltage of the sensor is low (100mV - 600mV), it 

should be enhanced with a specific end goal to 

enhance the precision of estimations.[15] It likewise 

requires an outside warming supply as its energy 

prerequisites can't be fulfilled by the microcontroller. 

Subsequently, it winds up fundamental to build up a 

flag molding and warming circuit for this sensor. [12]. 

 

• Humidity sensor (DHT11) 

 

 
The temperature sensor DHT11 is an advanced sensor 

and it is minimized with low power utilization and 

long haul dependability. The sensor is pre-adjusted 

and it can be associated specifically to the 

computerized info and yield pins of a microcontroller 

with no extra interfacing circuitry [12]. The yield 

motion from DHT11 is a 40-bit information with 

temperature and moistness estimations in appropriate 

designing units [11] [15]. 
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• MQTT 

 

In this system use of MQTT protocol has been used as 

a light wait protocol While HTTP is the de-facto 

protocol for the human web, communication between 

machines at scale requires a paradigm shift— steering 

away from request/response and leading towards 

publish/subscribe. It works profitably wander level 

applications because of its ultra-lightweight, massively 

scalable, and easy-to-implement protocol MQTT. It 

ensures data transmission and profitable allotment. It 

is sensible for obliged condition than http. [15] 

 

III. EXPERIMENT 

 

This examination done utilizing the Arduino Mega 

associated with Ethernet shield as a miniaturized scale 

web server. This experiment executed utilizing the 

Arduino Mega associated with Ethernet shield as a 

smaller scale web server, which can be associated with 

the equipment module design. Upload the below on 

board and open Serial Terminal. Then, wait until 

obtaining something as shown in LCD monitor. 

 
Figure 3. Arduino code for CO2 gas sensing 

 

You will get all the sensor reading on LCD monitor as 

given below which shows temperature, humidity, 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), Methane (CH4), 

Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2) on 

monitor as shown. 

 

 

Figure 4. Led Monitor 

Graph of gases has been taken using IBM bluemix 

cloud service, which provides a graph in range of 10-

10000 ppm scale and gauge meter that indicates 

weather the situation is safe or in danger. 

 

 

  Figure 5. Graph of reading 

Below table shows different sensor reading in different 

situation. 

Table 1. Reading Table 

Temperature Humidity LPG Methane 

33 60% 94 14 

33 60% 6 94 

33 61% 2 10 

32 60% 3 5 

30 59% 30 114 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE USE 

 

The proposed system is cheap and components are 

readily available. It is portable and easily upgradable. 

Adding with different types of sensors along with the 

proposed system, we can make many smart 

applications Heart Rate (HR) monitor, body 
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temperature monitor. With the addition of GPS 

module can locate from anywhere.HR monitor, body 

temperature monitor system is the future 

improvement of proposed system which notifies 

intrusion by an SMS or Gmail. This project is a 

prototype for various safety applications based on 

Arduino mega and internet of things. 
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